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Abstract 

This paper provides a detailed review of a typical specification for a cesium clock to  
be used in an  orbiting satellite. Area of the specifications to  be discussed inchide the 
use of military standards and other government documents as references, pcrformancc 
criteria, electrical and mechanical interface details, par ts  selection, qiiality assurance 
standards, and reliability requirements. The relationship bctwccn the specifications, 
the statement of work, and test procedures will also he discussed. 

I INTRODUCTION 

Specifying an atomic clock for use in a space environment requires an understanding of the require- 
ments and environment not just in the sense of timekeeping or frequency stability, but also of the 
highly specialized conditions required to be met for flight. In space applications, the ability o f  thc 
clock to survive and keep stable time over a number of environments a t  a very high r~liahilit~y is usually 
at least as important as exactly how stable it is. For example, since it is n u t  generally practical to 
recover a failed clock to repair it, satellite systems may carry several clocks just to assure that there 
will be an operating clock available throughout the expected mission. Similarly, t h e  vibration levels 
encountered during a rocket launch are much more severe than a laboratory clock would ever see. The 
transition from an existing laboratory or commercial device requires a broad understanding of what 
is to be expected from the clock and under what conditions it must provide that performance. 

The approach to  be presented in this paper defines the steps that are necessary to spccify a space 
clock. Not all performance parameters will be covered, but attention will be given to  those that are 
unique to high precision clocks and also to items that have been found to be especially troublesome. 
In addition, there are a number of applicable documents and standards availablc which can be cited 
in clock specifications. Reliability is another kcy area where experience has shown diffrc~~ltics due to 
the low volume production of space clocks and the uniqueness of atomic resonator packages. Finally, 
there is the question of what pararncters need to be tested and to what extent, i t  is practical to 
test them to verify that the delivered item really has the desired characteristics. Our experience has 
been that performance, reliability and acceptance criteria are the principal areas which must be given 
consideration when developing clock specifications. Figurt: 1 depicts the relationship of the areas we 
feel had the greatest influence in the development of the specifications. Tablc I provides a listing 



of the military handbooks and specifications we found to be particularly helpful when developing 
specifications for atomic clocks intended for space applications. We recommend that one become at 
least familiar with these documents when developing specifications for a militarized clock system. It 
should be pointed out that table I is not intended to be all inclusive, other applicable documents may 
be required including program specific reliability/quality documentation which could have been added 
to this list. 

11 PERFORMANCE 

Frequency standards performance specifications must be realistic and based on an appreciation of the 
operating environment, For a given technology one can not expect to achieve the level of performance 
with space hardware as one can get with a laboratory instrument of the same tcchnology. Norrn~ally 
sacrifices in performance must be made in order to reduce the clock's sensitivities to the operational 
profile of the space mission. The base line performance requirements are generally a derivative of a 
laboratory instruments capability tailored to conform with the host system's operational and environ- 
mental requirements. Typically a performance hierarchy is established with adjustments bcing made 
as the clock design become better defined. The following is a listing which illustrates the starting 
order we used in establishing performance requirements. 

Baseline Performance 

Long and Short Term Stability 
r Accuracy 
r Settabilit y 

Phase Noise 
r Spectral Purity 

Environment 

Thermal 
Radiation 

a Magnetic 

Interface 

Output Signal Characteristics 
r Diagnostic Monitors 

a Electromagnetic Interference and Compatibility 
Telemetry Commands 

r Power (turn-on and nominal) 

Warm-up time 

It should be emphasized that a lower-order performance requirement can influence a higher-order re- 
quirement. That is one might have to  sacrifice on the settability requirements because of the spacecraft 
telemetry capability. Stability or accuracy requirements may have to be reduced due to the thermal or 
magnetic environment of the spacccraft. Our experience has been the highcr thc order the more likely 
requirements sacrifices will be made. If the effort is structured to include a full dcvcloprr~ent program, 



prototype, engineering and pre-production models, fewer performance sacrifices will be experienced in 
the end product. It  can not be stressed to  strongly that  the more effort devoted to t,hc engineering and 
pre-production stages the more likely one is t o  achieve the desired higher order perforrrlance goals. 
The clocks developed by NRL with the more comprehensive efforts in the engineering development 
stages have resulted in better demonstrated performance. 

RELIABILITY 

Reliability requirements arc generally based on the level of risk acceptable to rr~eet rnission rcquire- 
ments. If i t  is an economically reflyable mission, reliability  requirement,^ can be somewhat relaxed. 
But if i t  is a high priority, minimum risk mission reliability requirements can be quite st,ringcnt. The 
effort t o  develop clocks for the GPS program would be a good example of a prograrrl with a minirrxum 
risk mission requirement. If the mission requires a highly reliable clock and tjtlc. rr~anufacturer doesn't 
have extensive experience in building space qualified clocks for efforts which r c c l ~ l ~ r i r ~ ~  high reliability 
you can expect to  experience considerable difficulty. Unfortunately our exp~ric.11c.c. hrts shown there 
is a flip side to this coin. Sometimes a manufacturer with space hardwart: experienrr 11;~s r,stallished 
in-house production procedures based on what was considered accrpt,al)lcl for othcr prograrris. When 
this is the case, one might experience difriculty in introducirlg program sprr~f i r  r e l ~ a t ~ ~ l ~ t y  ant1 quality 
program requirements. Specifications should include requirements for the rrlcln1lfari 1lrc.r to provide a 
detailed re l i ab i l i ty lq~a l i t~  prograrn plan, even for an engineering develnpnlc~rit effort. We fscl that a t  
a minimum the program plans should include the itcrrls listed below in ort1c.r tllelr of priority: 

a Parts, Materials and Processing program 

a Vendor Performance Requirements 
Workmanship Standards 

a Configuration Management 
Documentation Control 
Test Procedures 

a Test system configurations 

The hierarchy of this list should be modified as the program progresscs. Tcst plans/procc:clrlres and 
documentation control will eventually become the more critical. Reliabilit,~ rr:quirements I-nlisl be 
address a t  the very beginning of the effort. Attempts to  introtluce reliabiliky r)rn.c:t,ices after the 
basclink design has been established is one rriistake one does not; warit to  make. 1f t , t ~ c :  host system has 
stringent piece part quality requirements, specifications should dearly reflcc:It t hc:sc rcq~uiretnents in 
any effort above the level of prototype. If  reliability predictions are to  be rcq~lirc:tl: t hc: erourlcl rules for 
pcrforming the prctiictions should be clcarly stated in the sprt:ifications. 4lccl1;ini(~aI rc:liability is an 
area often taken for grantcd in the early desjgn stages. An attitiidr: frc:cji~c:r~tl>, cr~cc)iinr.r.l-r~I was "I can 
always make it strong enough to survivc the launch environrncnt" . Our rsl)rrir.~ic:c i~;is  / ) c c r ~  obtaining 
the mechanical reliability which meets the launch, shock and vibratiorl t . r -~virnnlr-~cr~t , ,  W ~ L S  i.)ne rjf the  
hardest to  achieve and generally this requirement has zero room for sacrilic:c:. A s  an aside oric (;an 
cxpect to  become familiar with DOD-STD-480 (waivers and deviations) t ' t ~ ( b  tl(:,grt:r: will depend on 
(a) experience of the manufacturer, (b) specification clarity/detail, and (c) aclc:ri~lacy of dcvcloprnent 
effort. 



IV ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA 

Qualification requirements are generally used as the base line for the acccptance criteria. The qualifi- 
cations requirements are generated from the host system operating environment arld system specified 
performance and survivability requirements. Requirements imposed by military standards influence 
the acceptance criteria, but one must recognize that atomic clock technology is sorne what unique to 
space applications and tailoring of some of the requirements imposed by rriilitary standards is neces- 
sary. Verification that a given design will meet or exceed the minimum acceptance critcria can only 
be accomplished from the results obtained through the qualification and acceptance testing programs. 
Design analysis and predictions will only give a reasonable estimate of product pcrforrnance. The 
decision to  fly a candidate unit will be based solely on the test results. It is therefore vcry important 
that the qualification and acceptance test plans be carefully thought out to insure the data you get 
from testing will provide the information you really need to know. To insurc: tjhat the data packages 
contained the right information the qualification and acceptance test plans arc rnade part of our speci- 
fications. The test plans include the basic format for data presentation, but variations to accommodate 
a manufacturer's data collection schemes may be acceptable. The following is a list of some of the 
areas we consider to require special attention in the specifications: 

(1) Ambient or Thermal Vacuum Environment 
(2) Magnetic field 

(3) EMI/EMC 
(4) Cyclic or Incremental Profiles 

( 5 )  Testing Sequence 

Figure 2 is an example of what can result when test plans are not spcll(~1 out in detail. Thc man- 
ufacturer's initial estimate of the unit's temperature coefficient was base on figure 2:~. ' 1 '~ )  vcrify the 
unit's temperature coefficient the test was repeated at  NRL with smallcr t,cmperature steps, t, hc re- 
sults are shown in figure 2b. Operationally the unit's nominal base plat,(> tjc~rriperature would bc in 
the range from 20 to 35 degrees celsius. In this range the unit exhibitctl a tr~mperature coeficient 
of approximately +1.55 x 10-l3 per degrees celsius, significantly greater than t,llc manufacturer's ini- 
tial estimate of 4.0 x 10-l5 per degree celsius. The task of developing the t,c:st, procedures was left 
to the manufacturer, but approval was required prior to  their being instituted. The tcst, procedures 
submitted by the manufacturer for approval should include schematics of test systerrl cor~fig~~rations. 
Additionally pictorial drawings illustrating test article position and ~rientat~iorl should be included. 

'i,1or1 or ac- The test data required by the specifications does not have to be limited to the qualific t .  
ceptance test results obtained from the clock system. Specifications might include dat,a rcy~~irernents 
for subassemblies, especially parametric measurements made on the physic package. This iriforrnation 
can be used to  measure product variability. 

The recommendations for specifications preparations for space qualified atornic freclucncy standards 
are base on our experience while developing cesium clock for GPS applications. Areas given spccial 
emphasis were done so because of the major difficulties we encountered in achievir~~ t,hcsc requirements. 



TABLE I 
Typical Reference Documents Encountcrcd 

Guide for Application and Tailoring of 
Requirements for Defense Material Acquisitions 
Design, Construction, and Testing R(~clr~irtbrrlonts 
for One of a Kind Space Equiprncrlt, 
Environmental Stress Screening(ESS) of 
Electronic Equipment 
Electromagnetic Emission and Suscry)t,ibilily 
Requirements for the Control of Electromagnetic 
Interference 
Configuration Control-Engineering (31 a n  gcs, 

Deviations and Wavers 
Specification Practices 
Reliability Design Qualificatiorl and Procluction 
Acceptance Test: Exponential Distri b ~ r  t ion 
Reliability Prograrn for Systerrl and Eqi~ipmc,r~t~ 
Development and Production 
Test Requirements for Space Vehicle 
Electromagnetic Compatibility Ilequirenicnts [or 
Space System 
lleliability Program Requirements for Spacr ;tncI 

Missile System 
Part, Materials, and Processes Stan~lnrdizat~inn, 
Control and Management Prograrr~ Tor Spacecraft 
and Launch vehicles 
Part ,  Materials, and Processes for S1)iic.c. ar~cl 
Launch Vehicles, Technical IZequircxxicr~ t s for  

Electronic Equipment, Aerospace, Ex t c,r~clc~cl Space 
Environment 
Quality Prograrn Requirements 
Frequency Standard, Ccsilim Rearrl T i h e  
Clean Room and Work Station Requirements, 
Controlled Environment 
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